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BIST 2 12 class in HAB gym ca.1961
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BIST 2 12 class in HAB gym ca.1961
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BIST, Sisters in Mary Commons, 1958-1961 
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BIST Statistics, 1958-1962 from Box 1354 folder 1
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BIST 2 15 commencement 1964
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BIST 2 14 - faculty, 1967
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S. Mary Anthony Wagner, ca. 1980s (on left & bottom); ca. 1970s (right)
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Clippings from The Paper, the international student newspaper at CSB/SJU, in the SJU 
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Photos from the St. Ben’s Monastery Archives
On left: S. Mary Anthony, author - The Sacred World of the Christian
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CSB Archives photo (O drive)
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Diekmann, Godfrey with McDonnell and Wagner
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